PERFECTLY CLEAN - FOR SURE

Recommended Cleaning & Care
BUZIL-WERK Wagner GmbH & Co. KG

TRAVERTINE FLOOR COVERINGS
Travertine is a bulky, highly crystalline, non-transparent, aged, layered limestone that is very porous. If
travertine is cut along the layering, it looks like any
other Jura stone. However, in order to give the travertine its own structure, it must be cut against the
grain. This heavily emphasises almost parallel, originally horizontal layers of pores. Travertine is yellow
to brown in colour and does not contain any fossils.
As a small amount of dirt is deposited in the pores,
these are often filled, which impairs the characteristic appearance of travertine.
Travertine is sensitive to acids, abrasive pads, brushes, and cleaning agents with a pH-value greater
than 10.

CLEANING
DEEP CLEANING
Dirt

LIME DEPOSITS

Pick up loose dirt,
and remove any mortar, plaster residue,
and colour stains
manually using a
scraper.

in areas with high water hardness, as well
as cement residue, can only be removed
using light mechanical movement and O
Tens Azid G 501.

Treatment

Cleaning device

Pre-wet the floor covering and apply the
cleaning solution.
Deep clean using a single-disc machine
and a white pad.
PLEASE NOTE: Do not use any cement
residue removers!
Pick up the loosened dirt using a wet
vacuum cleaner, and rinse with water.

RESIDUE FROM CARE PRODUCTS
in the form of coatings and care products
can be removed using Corridor® Unic Ultra
S 707, Corridor® Power Stripper S 708 or
Planta® Multi Stripper P 321.

Apply the cleaning solution evenly over
the floor, and leave it to work for approximately 10 to 15 minutes.
PLEASE NOTE: Do not allow the cleaning
solution to dry.
Deep clean the covering using a single-disc machine and a red/blue pad.
Pick up the loosened dirt using a wet
vacuum cleaner, and rinse with water.
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CONTINUED: CLEANING TRAVERTINE FLOOR COVERINGS
INTENSIVE CLEANING
Dirt
Pick up loose dirt,
and remove any mortar, plaster residue,
and colour stains
manually using a
scraper.

HEAVIER DIRT THAT IS ALKALINE-SOLUBLE
like protein, oil and grease or foodstuff
residue e.g. coffee, red wine etc. can be removed by intensive cleaning using Maradin
HC 43.

Treatment

Cleaning device

Apply the cleaning solution evenly over
the floor, and leave it to work for a
short time.
Deep clean the floor covering using a
single-disc machine and a red pad.
Pick up the loosened dirt using a wet
vacuum cleaner, and rinse with water.

DAILY ROUTINE CLEANING
Dirt

Treatment

Cleaning device

ORGANIC/INORGANIC CONTAMINATION
like protein, oil and grease or foodstuff
residue e.g. coffee, red wine etc
Microfibre-based flat
mops should be used
to achieve optimum
cleaning results.

Products with a minor care element such
as the water-soluble-polymer-based Unibuz
G 235 and Planta® Cleen P 315, Corridor®
Daily S 780 or Corridor® Cibreeze Wipe S 790
wipe care products, are well-suited to daily
routine cleaning.

Manual floor cleaning

The ultra-moistening Roca Wipe R 300 floor
maintenance cleaner is particularly well-suited if the floor covering is impregnated or
highly polished.

CARE
INITIAL TREATMENT
Care

Treatment

In order to retain the slip resistance and appearance of natural
stone coverings, they should not be coated, impregnated or subject
to initial treatment. However, if it is necessary to apply a coating,

This full care agent for stone floors is
applied evenly and in undiluted form, in
2-3 thin layers, and each individual layer
must be left to dry completely.

Roca Dispers R 200 is a very good option.

Cleaning device

Polishing is not required.
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CONTINUED: CARING FOR TRAVERTINE FLOOR COVERINGS
IMPREGNATION
Care

Treatment

To significantly reduce the dirt absorption capacity of
the floor covering, it is impregnated with Roca Pregno
R 100.

Use a flat mop to apply Roca Pregno R 100 undiluted,
in thin layers.

Detailed information on impregnation using the Roca
system is available in our “Impregnation” cleaning
recommendation. PLEASE NOTE: Impregnation is only
possible on non-primed coverings that have also not been
subject to initial treatment.

Cleaning device

After a drying time of approximately 30 minutes, remove any excess product that has not yet permeated
using a squeegee, and then polish the covering with
a soft, absorbent pad (e.g. Coral rosa from Dolly).

The products named above are examples of usable buzil products. Always test the compatibility of the material to be treated with the cleaning or care product in an inobtrusive
area first. Always use our products in accordance with the content of the product information. All datasheets are available online at www.buzil.de/en. Our Application
Technology team will be very happy to help if you have any questions, and can be reached by phone on +49 8331 930-6, fax on +49 8331 930-883, or email at awt@buzil.de.
BUZIL-WERK Wagner GmbH & Co. KG . Fraunhoferstraße 17 . D – 87700 Memmingen . T +49 8331 930-6 . F +49 8331 930-880, E-mail: info@buzil.de . www.buzil.de
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